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INFORMATION
• This is a clean copy of the Case Study which you should already have seen.
• You should refer to it when answering the examination questions which are printed in a 

separate booklet.
• You must not take your previous copy of the Case Study into the examination.
• You must not take notes into the examination.
• This document consists of 4 pages. Any blank pages are indicated.

INSTRUCTION TO EXAMS OFFICER / INVIGILATOR
• Do not send this Case Study for marking; it should be retained in the centre or recycled. 

Please contact OCR Copyright should you wish to re-use this document.

Friday 10 January 2020 – Afternoon  
Level 1/2 Cambridge National in ICT
R001/01 Understanding Computer Systems

Case Study
 Time allowed: 1 hour
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Information for learners

Businesses providing courier services deliver packages for customers. Some of these businesses 
operate in local areas but others operate nationally. For small businesses providing these services, 
deliveries to certain parts of the country may only happen once a week to avoid making long journeys 
to deliver individual packages.

As courier businesses grow, they usually need new premises either because existing buildings 
are inappropriate or too small. They also need to set up accounts with energy suppliers and other 
businesses.

Scenario 1

Jamie and Gavin are joint owners of a courier business, CLSS7 Ltd. This business specialises in 
transporting packages with high-value contents where security and reliability are key customer 
requirements. Jamie is in charge of the day-to-day operation of CLSS7 Ltd whereas Gavin, who lives a 
long way away, is involved in more strategic decisions about the business.

The CLSS7 Ltd website advertises the services that CLSS7 Ltd provides. Customers are able to use 
the CLSS7 Ltd website to arrange collection and delivery of packages. They can use an interactive 
form on the website to calculate the delivery cost of each package. The delivery cost is based on the 
distance between the pick-up and drop-off addresses, size of the package, weight of the package 
and number of packages. The distance between the pick-up and drop-off addresses is calculated 
automatically after these have been input by the user and the ‘calculate cost’ option has been chosen. 
A second interactive form on the website is used to organise a delivery for the package(s). This second 
form links to an automated booking system that uses a database.

When customers organise deliveries, they have to supply contact details so that the package(s) can 
be picked up from their address, as well as a contact telephone number, their name and whether 
they agree to special offers being emailed to them. Customers must also provide payment details for 
the delivery charge. Once the automated booking system has confirmed that the payment has been 
accepted, all the details supplied by the customers are stored in new records on the database and 
a unique number is generated for each package. This unique number is used to track that package 
through the delivery process from initial collection at the customer’s address through to final delivery.

Drivers, working for CLSS7 Ltd, are provided with a PDF document that shows their delivery schedule 
for the day including route and contact details for each customer. If drivers print the PDF document, 
they are required to dispose of the printed copy securely when they have finished with it.

Scenario 2

Jamie and Gavin would like to expand CLSS7 Ltd and have been investigating different options. Gavin 
has agreed to do most of the research but Jamie and Gavin have agreed to collaborate on the project.

The business will need a second warehouse. Gavin has been researching new premises and has 
telephoned an energy supplier to find out about charges. When he telephoned the energy supplier, he 
was advised that the conversation would be recorded.

Gavin has also contacted a web designer, Vernon, to enquire about a new website for the business. 
Gavin has been asked to provide images that can be used on this website. Gavin has searched the 
internet for photographs that suit the style of website that he and Jamie want. He has downloaded 
these photographs onto his computer and has copied them onto a storage device so that they can be 
given to the web designer.
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Preparation

In order to prepare for the examination, you should research the use of technology in a business 
providing courier services.

This should include:

• the hardware and software that may be used with an interactive website;

• the suitability and features of open file formats, e.g. PDF;

• UK legislation relating to the storing of personal data and how personal data may be protected;

• suitable designs for paper-based and interactive user forms, including relevant features;

• suitable designs for databases and methods by which data held in databases can be checked 
for accuracy and relevance;

• methods by which packages can be tracked through a delivery system.

You should also research:

• the use of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), email and video conferencing for collaboration 
on projects;

• advantages to companies of recording telephone conversations with customers;

• email etiquette;

• UK legislation governing the use of images and other materials;

• different types of storage media and their uses.
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